Yearbook Dedication

Gregory’s beloved Faculty Master, Dr. Bob Lucid, passed away on December 12th and we dedicate the 2006-2007 Gregory yearbook to him.
Welcome From The Dean

I feel like I just wrote a welcome for the summer brochure, and now it’s time for the yearbook. Still, Gregorians crammed a lot into those eight or nine months, fast as they seemed to me. Some of the more wholesome activities are celebrated in this little keepsake. Obviously, there’s facebook for the rest.

As always, it’s been fun getting to know all the freshmen and a continuing pleasure to work with our veteran upperclassmen (well... MOST of them). Also as always, we’re delighted that despite floods, dark hallways, fire alarms five minutes before the international dinner, creepy-crawlies of all varieties and infernal heating in April, so many of you will be returning to the House next year.

We hope that goes for our seniors, too, all of whom are very welcome to visit their old home as Gregory alumni. I find it hard to imagine study breaks and other get-togethers without those faces we have seen so often for many years, Erin, Jen, Gail, Meghan, Marta, Sophie, Iris, Jouvan, Mandeep, Zohra and our other friends; our seniors are listed in the back of the book. It’s been an honor to have played a part in your Penn experience, and we thank you for everything you’ve contributed to the House. Back in the first Gregory brochure, when we were just starting, Bob wrote to our residents, “It is our pleasure as well as our challenge to create a House we can be proud of, and to do that we all have to become involved in the effort.” I know he was always greatly moved by the enthusiasm, involvement and camaraderie of our class of ’07.

Have a great summer.

Chris

P.S. Many thanks to Erica Denhoff for her work assembling the yearbook.
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